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The Conviction:

You—the adult members of the British monarchy—are found culpable of knowingly inheriting and exploiting colossal amount of stolen wealth which came from unrelenting loot, murder and robbery made by the governments of the British Empire which mainly comprised of housebreakers, megalomaniacs, xenophobes, chicken-hearted tiger-hunters, and rapists, who induced unfathomable humiliation, suffering and cruelty to a vast number of immensely honourable and selfless human beings, such as the Indian independence activists and their families. The looters came, they looted and they went back. But instead of giving the loot back to the millions of looted victims—for the real Commonwealth, for the common good—you seem to thrive on the bloody loot in full awareness. You were expected to live like ordinary men and women, ordinary as you are. But you rather seem to represent and glorify the looters and the (true) terrorists—the imperious rulers, such as Queen Victoria—the symbol of the British Empire. The loot was never returned. The looters went unpunished. You inherited the monstrous loot and you inherited the horrendous crime. Justice has not been done. Consequently, you are found worthy of profoundly torturous punishment which shall result in your death. If you are given mere life imprisonment or death by hanging, it would be a sheer mockery of justice. In fact, the knowing and willful possession of stolen goods—when the act of stealing begot such repulsive atrocities which even the Devil would be ashamed of—is itself sufficient to put you in an extremely special category of felons.
The Death Sentence:

Every convicted member of the British monarchy is deemed a parasite, in fact Parasite of the Most Excellent Order.

The object of the punishment is threefold:

1. Utilization of the parasites’ somas as well as their properties for the welfare of the downtrodden and the needy from the former British colonies
2. Infliction of dreadful torture on the parasites
3. Death of the parasites

An example of the punishment is given below. This example is mainly focused on the punishment of the parasite Catherine Elizabeth—aka Catherine, Duchess of Cambridge—who is the epitome of British hypocrisy.

First of all, every parasite shall have their property confiscated. Every parasite shall wear a prison uniform. Every parasite shall remain in handcuffs and fetters till their death, except when they are at service such as undergoing surgery in a British hospital to donate a body part. Every surgery shall be made by a qualified surgeon strictly of English origin. Didn’t the imperial parasites make an Indian to whip a fellow Indian just so that their own hands did not get dirty? A failure in compliance shall result in strikingly harsher punishments such as infliction of nonlethal, pain-inducing electric shocks on the nether regions of the parasite.

Every male parasite shall first be deprived of his manhood through bilateral orchiectomy—surgical castration resulting in the removal of the testes. This shall hopefully enlighten him as to how many men must have lost their manhood through insufferable inanition within the walls of the manly empire. The removed testes may then be used for testicle transplant on the poor and needy men from the former colonies.

In the Garden at Buckingham Palace, the British monarch—the chief parasite—shall ascend her true throne: The Donkey. All other parasites—except Catherine Elizabeth—shall be seated on the ground. Catherine Elizabeth shall be required to provide sex service to the neediest of men—young as well as old, handsome as well as hideous, neurotic as well as brute, gentle as well as harsh—from the former colonies whose history is laden with rape and shame. She shall be placed naked in a newly and purposely built air conditioned chamber right at the centre of the garden. A team of English sexperts shall supervise the event. I myself shall personally lead the team. The event may last for quite a few days or even months. Let Catherine Elizabeth—who is an eminent representative of imperial rapists—experience the true savagery of rape.
At the end of the event, Catherine Elizabeth shall be taken to a British hospital for receiving the remaining punishment which shall be given to her in distinct sessions. Every session shall be live-televised to every other parasite, especially her husband William Arthur Philip Louis, aka Prince William, Duke of Cambridge. After every session she shall be paraded on the streets of London along with her castrated husband in prison uniform. Sufficient rest, medication, food and nutrition shall be given to her in order to make her fit for the next session. Appropriate anesthesia shall be administered to her in each and every session of surgery.

In the first session, she shall undergo nephrectomy—the surgical removal of a kidney. In the second session, she shall donate a portion of her liver. In the third session, one of her eyes shall be removed. In the fourth session, she shall donate her bone marrow. The fifth session shall be hysterectomy—the surgical removal of the uterus, ovaries, etc. for uterine transplant. The remaining sessions shall focus on the collection of keratin, collagen and elastin from various parts of her body—such as hair, skin, ears, teeth, fingers and limbs—which shall be surgically removed one by one through individual sessions over a very long period of time—a finger today, a tooth tomorrow, an ear the day after, and so on. The collected material shall be used for beauty treatments on the young and needy women from the former colonies. She may be required to undergo an extra session for mastectomy—the surgical removal of one or both breasts—provided the removed material could prove to be of benefit for a human or a nonhuman being.

I hope the lawfully induced agony will make her realize that the law is quite indifferent to politically motivated worldwide displays of compassionate innocence. I also hope that the moments of intense depression and agony will be good enough to give her some taste of the degree of brutality the British monarchy once committed to thousands and millions of its colonial subjects. When she will be robbed of her ovaries and uterus, she might get some better understanding of the plight of wasted womanhood as men languished in the empire’s prisons. A surge of enormous enervation shall teach her the horrors of dictated malnourishment and overwork merrily endured by those who were in the prime of their youth. It is not the royal visits to the slums of Mumbai but the loss of sight which will open her eyes to the helplessness of a child plagued by imperial famines. Whenever she will sob for her soon-to-be orphaned children, she may then as well feel for the little ones from the remote past whose parents succumbed to the evils of British opportunism. The last session shall remove her second kidney. Death shall be imminent. Catherine Elizabeth shall then visit the former colonies via British Airways in the form of separate body parts. This time however her visit will make some real sense.

The members of the British Armed Forces who swear to defend the British monarchy are also found guilty. However, they shall be awarded relatively mild punishment—surgical removal of
one hand (the right hand of the righty, the left hand of the lefty), one leg, one eye, and bilateral orchiectomy for men and oophorectomy—the surgical removal of ovaries—for women. The civilians conferred with a British order of chivalry—such as MBE *(Member of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire)*—may be spared from orchiectomy and oophorectomy. But no one who swears allegiance to the British monarch will be spared from punishment, though individual circumstances shall certainly be taken into account in deciding the form and the level of punishment.

Some of the members of the British Armed Forces as well as some of the members of the British monarchy—such as Charles, Prince of Wales and Camilla, Duchess of Cornwall—may be selected to undergo a vast variety of medical experimentation for the welfare of humanity—such as an experimentation to investigate how neuroleptic-induced acute akathisia responds to stimulants like armodafinil. The Prince of Wales and his spouse may additionally be put to tasks involving cleaning of public sanitation facilities in any of the former colonies. They may eventually be hanged in public. The British monarch shall ideally be given death only after witnessing the torture and the death of every other member of the monarchy. And as for the other hideous parasites like Queen Victoria, Edward VII, George V, George VI, etc., I wish I could bring them back from the dead and punish them with incalculable humiliation and harrowing death. All required measures and precautions shall nevertheless be taken to ensure that not even a hair on the head of a single innocent individual—male or female, English or Scottish, white or black—is harmed.

You think the punishment meted out to you is barbaric? Indeed it is barbaric. But it is infinitely better than the mercenary, chauvinistic and inequitable barbarism attemptedly concealed under the delusive ideals of culture and civilization. The barbaric punishment will be given to you openly, under the exalted Sun, right at the heart of your imposing capital, and not on some remote, destitute island, in inhuman, solitary existence. You think the punishment resembles the punishments from the Dark Ages? It certainly does. But you yourself also resemble the people from the Dark Ages, don’t you? The Modern Ages stand for democracy. You stand for monarchy. You have blood on your hands—blood and sweat, tears and curses—of countless innocent, beautiful and promising men, women and children. The blood is dead. But the curses are alive.
You shall serve the sentence in due course of time. You may walk as free men and women till your service begins. But remember I have an eye on you. You will meet your doom. There is no escape, mark my words. Finally I believe the punishment will give some justice to the departed souls whose terrifying screams of pain once reverberated in the darkest dungeons of mindless brutality and imperialist arrogance.

The Lord Chief Justice

The Divine Courts of Justice
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